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1 Introduction
Wavelet techniques have attained attention during the last years. Many
applications, such as image processing,make use of bivariate wavelet bases.
Most of these bivariate wavelets are simply tensor products of univariate
wavelets which have a number of drawbacks e.g .. the "preferred directions
effect" due to their separabilty. Only a few nonseparab~e bivariate bases have
been constructed. See [10, 14] for the design of orthogonal, not differentiable
wavelets, [3, 11] for abiorthogonal approach and the new paper [1] for the
first construction of orthogonal nonseparable wavelets with compact support
and ar bi trary high smoothness.
In this paper, we propose a new family of nonseparable orthogonal wavelets
on the quincunx grid.N ote that the quincunx grid is a very popular choice
since the corresponding multiresolution involves onlyone scaling function
and one wavelet [10, 14, 3]. Ourconstruction follows in a simple way from
the designof univariate Butterworth wavelets of odd degree from the point
of view of wave digital filters". It has the advantage that the approach can
be extended to high er dimensions and to four-channel perfect reconstruction
filter banks [7]. Furthermore, our design gives rise to an efficient implemen-
tation in the frequency domain by using the polyphase decomposition and
to an efficient sampling of the continuous function at the starting point of
the wavelet analysis [7]. The proof of the smoothness of our wavelets. is still
open.

2 Univariate Butterworth wavelets
We consider the scaling function 'PN E L2(R) satisfying the refinement rela-
tion

. 'PN(X) 2L hk 'P(2x - k) ,
kEZ

rpN(V) = HN(e-ivj2)rpN(Y-),
2

H(z) = Lhk zk ,

kEZ

(z := e-,iv) ..

I.

where HN denotes the N-th order Butterworth filter [15] arising from

(z + 1)2N
(z + l)2N + (-l)N(z - 1)2N

(cos ¥)2N
(cos ¥ )2N + (sin ¥)2N

2

(2.1)



For odd, N (1 :.< N < (0), the poles of (2.1) are given by 0 and ::i:i cot ;;., (k =_
1, ... ,N - 1). Fröm (2.1) we can obtain different filters HN. As an example,
let us choose the' filter having the poles ::i:i cot ;;, (k = 1, ... , (N- 1)/2). Wi th
ak:= (cot ;;')2 (k = 1, ... , (N'- 1)/2) our filter can be written as

H ( ) - C (z + l)N ' _ C (z + l)N ()N Z - N ' - N--- 2 2(Z2 + ad ... {z2 + aN-I) - UN(z2} , .
2

where theconstant CN := (1 + ad ...(l + aN-I )/2N is chosen such that, 2
H(l) = 1.
For N = 1,we ohtain HI(e-iv) = (1 + e-iV)/2 and <PI is the characteristic
function on [0,1).
For N = 00", we see that

Hoo(eiv) = { 01 ,v E [~,~) ,
otherwise

is the ideallowpass filter which corresponds to the sinc-function <Poo'

(2.3)

Remark. The above choice of the filter is of particular interest for practical _
computations. It is easy to check that HN (N odd) possesses the following
polyphase decomposiiion

(2.4)

with the 'allpass filters E N, FN given by

HN(z) + HN( ~z)
(aIz2 + 1)(a3z2 + 1) (aMz2 + 1)
(z2 + ad(z2 + (3) (z2 + aM) ,

and

1
-(HN(z) -HN( -z))
Z '- ,

(a2z2 + 1)(a4z2 + 1) (aLz2+ 1)
(Z2 + (2)(z2+ (4) (z2 + aL)

with

M: , { (N-3)/2 forN=:lmod4 L'=,,{ (N-1)/2 forN=:lmod4
.(N - 1)/2 for N =: 3mod4" (N - 3)/2 for N =: 3mod4
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Symbols HN with polyphase decomposition (2.4), whereE and F are allpass
filters can be obtained in a more general way from bireciprocal wave digital
filters (WDF). For a consideration of HN from the point of view ofWDF, we .
~efer to [5,6, 7].

2 I:.gk 'PN(2x - k),
kEZ

eiv/2 HN( _eiv/2) <jJN(~)' G(z) = Z-l H( _Z-l).

Clearly, other choices of the wavelet filter are possible. See [13] for the
characterization of all orthogonal filters with perfeet reconstruction property.
For our purposes,we define the wavelet filter by the WDF-setting

.i.e.

(2.6)

Indeed, by (2.2),

HN(Z)GN(Z~l) + HN(:...-z)GN( _Z-l) HN(z)HN( -z-l)+HN( -z)HN(z-l)

C'fv ((z - Z-l)N + (Z-l - z)N)
UN(Z2)U N(Z-2)

4

0, (2.7)



such that ('PN, 'l/JN(. ~ k))L2 = 0 (k E Z) and 'l/JN is an orthogonal wavelet.
Note that (2~7) follows also immediately.by (2.4) sinceE(z-l) = I/E(z) and

. F(Z-l) = 1/F(z). However, neither for Butterworth filters of even order nor,
forDaubechies filter, (2.6) determines an orthonormal wavelet. -

3 Butterworth wavelets'on the quincunx grid

. ( 1 . 1) (1 -1)Let Adenote one of the matrices 8:= 1 -1 or R :- 1 t

related to the quincunx grid AZ2 and let B := AT. Note that 82 = 21
and that R4 = -41 with the 2 x 2 identitiy matrix 1. Since IdetAI = 2,
. therepresentation system of AZ2 in Z2 consists only of two representatives,
for example. {(O, O)T, (I,O)T} and we have as in the univariate case only one
wavelet W such that {ldetAli/2 w(Aix-k) : k E Z2; j E Z} is an orthonormal
basis of L2(R2). Therefore, the quincunx grid is a popular choice for the
construction of two-dimensional wavelets [1,3, 10,14, 16]. We consider
scaling functions <I>defined by the refinement, equation

<I>(x) 2 L hk<I>(Ax + k),
kEZ2

<I>(w)

with the symbol

H( e-iB-1W) := L hk e-ikB-lw
kEZ2

In the followi~g, we always denote by H the bivariate mask (3.1), by HN

(N E N odd) the univariate Butterworth filter (2.2) and by <I>and 'PN the
corresponding scaling functions, respectively. Clearly, we have by definition
of HN that H(I) = 1. Again, our scaling functions <I>have exponential
decay.

The idea for the construction of (3;1) arises from the consideration of the
sinc-wavelets, i.e. from the special case N = 00 [8]. By (2.3) and since

H(eiBw) ':= HN(eiw1 )HN(eiw2)+ HN( -eiW1)HN( _eiW2) , (3.2)
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the filters H(e-iw) andH(e-iBw) b~have for N = 00 as in Figure 1 and by

00

<I>(w)= rr H(e-iB-jw)
j=l

it is easy to check that <I>(w)= <P00(Wd<P~(W2).

(3.3)

Figure 1. IH(eiBw)1 (left) and IH(eiw)1 (right) for N = oo~(view from ahove).

For the "Haar-case'" N = 1, definition (3.1) results in H(eiw) = H1(eiw1).
"Induced" scaling functions of the above type were introduced in [3]. If A --
S, then we obtain as corresponding scaling function <p(x) = 'P1(X2)'P1(X'1-X2).
For A = R, the scaling function is the characteristic function of the " twin
dragon" ..

Similarly, we define our wavelets by

w(x} .- 2 Lgk<P(Ax-,k),
. kEZ2

W(w) G(e~.iB-IW}<P(B-1w)

.with'
,Wl +W2 .W] -W2 . 'Wl +W2 ,W]-W2

._ GN(eZ 2 )HN(eZ 2 ) + HN(eZ 2 )GN(eZ 2) (3.4)
'Wl +W2 'Wl-W2 .W] +W2 .W] -W2

HN( _ez 2 )HN(eZ 2 ) + IfN(eZ . 2 )HN(-eZ 2 ).
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Theorem 3.1. For all w E [-1r,1r), the filters (3.1) and (3.4) satisfy the
orthogonality relations
i) IH(eiw)j2 + IH(ei(w+(7l",7l")T))/2 = 1.
ii) H( eiW)G(e-iw)+ H( ei(w+(7l",7l")T))G(e~i(w+(7l",7l")T))= 0 .

Proof. 1. Since det B =1= 0, equation i) is equivalent to

By (3.2), the left-hand side can be rewritten as

IH(eiBW)12+ IH(eiB(w+(7l",O)T)12 = CIHN(eiwl)12 + IHN(-eiwl)12)
(IHN( eiW2)I2 + IHN( _eiW2) 12)

. + (HN(eiw1 )HN( _e-iW1) + HN( ~eiWl)HN(e-iwl))
(HN(eiw2)HN( _e-iW2) + HN( -ei';V2)HN(e-iw2)) .

Since by (2.5) and (2.7), the first product on the right-hand side is equal to
1 and the second product is equal to 0, we have proved assertion i).

2. Similarly, we obtain by the definitions (3.1) and (3.4)'-a.nd by (2~7) that.

H(eiBw)G( e-iBw) + H( eiB(w+(7l",O)T))G( e-iB(w+(7l",O)T)) =

(IHN(eiwI)12 + IHN( _eiW1 )12)
(HN(eiw2)HN( _e-iW2) + HN( _eiW2)HN(e-iw2))

+ (IHN(eiw2)12 + IHN( _eiW2)12)
(HN(eiw1 )HN( _e-iW1) + HN( _eiW1 )HN(e~iwl))
O. •

Moreover, is easy to check the Cohen criterion (see [2), p.212 and p.213,
Figure B.2) such that (3.3) converges in L2(R2). Therefore, we deal indeed
with orthogonal scaling functions and corresponding orthogonal wavelets.
By definition of Hand since -1 is an N-fold zero ofHN, we obtain imme-
diately that

Thus, bivariate polynomials of degree< N can be locally represented as lin-
.ear combinations of </J(. - k) (k E Z2) (cf. [9]).
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Note that our construction can be extended to otherbireciprocal WDF and
to higher dimensional settings [7].

Except for N = 1, 00, the smoothness of our wavelets is still an .open question.
It may be that the following form of the filters can be useful. By de.finition,
we can writeour filters in theform

IHN (eiW1) 12IHN(eiW2) 1
2 + IHN( _eiW1 )12IHN( _eiW2) 1

2

+ HN(eiw1 )HN(eiw2)HN( _e-iW1 )HN(-e-iw2)

+ HN(e-iw1 )HN(e-iw2)HN( _eiW1 )HN( _eiW2)

and further by (2.7)and (2.1) as

(cos Wl cOS ~)2N + (sin Wl sin W2)2N
2 2 ' 2 2

((cos ~)2N + (sin ~l )2N)( (cos ~2)2N + (sin ~ )2N)

+ '2HN(eiw1 )HN-( _e-iW1 )HN(eiw2)HN( _e-iW2).

By (2.2), we verify that

C2 (z - Z-I)N

HN(z)HN( ~Z-I) = U:CZ2)UN(Z-2)
iN (sin ¥ cos ¥ )N

(COS~)2N + (sin ~)2N

Consequently, we obtain the following simple form of our symbols

..' ((COS,Wl COS w2)N _ (sin Wl sin W2,)N)2
IH (e~Bw ) 1

2 = 2, 2 2 2. • , . ,
(( cos ~ )2N + (sin~ )2N) (( cos ~ )2N + (sIn ~ )2N)
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Figure 2. 1<I>(w) I with A = S (left) and A =R (right) for N = 3 (view from
above).

Figure 3. 1~(w)1 with A = S (left) and A = R (right) for N = 3 (view from
above).
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Figure 4. 1<l?(w)1 for N = 9 withA = S.
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Fig~re 5. IW(w)1 for N = 9 with A = S.
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